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December 14, 201 1 

Alameda County Planning Department 
224 West Winton A ve. Room J l ) 
Hayward, CA 94544 

Alameda County Board of Supervisors 
1221 Oak Street #536 
Oakland, CA 94612-4224 

Dear Board ofSlIpervisors, 

We are writing to Appeal the recent decision of the Board of Zoning Adjustments, in the 
matter number PLN2011-00096, Condi tional Use Permit and Variance, regarding the 
operation of a gun shop at 488 Lewelling Boulevard, San leandro, CA. The matter required a variance in that 
the business would be located closer than 500 feet to residentially zoned districts. 

The matter was considered first as to whetber a variance was required and secondly, the granting of the 
conditional use pennit and whether the business fit the requirements of a CUP. As stated by County Council 
during the review process, if the variance was not granted, the CUP could not be granted as it was dependant on 
the variance being approved. 

We base our appeal on (he fact that Conunissloner Moore erroneously interpreted and misapplied the 
determining factors that need be considered when granting a variance. 

Question 1 asks - "Are there special circumstances applicable to the property. which deprive the property of 
privileges enjoyed by other properties in the vicinity under identical zoning classification?" 

The staff report correctly answers this question by stating "No. There are no specjal circumstances applicable to 
rhe property. which deprive the property of privileges enjoyed by other properties in the vicinity under identical 
zoning classification when considered for fireanns sale. The property that proposed fOf the fireanns sales is 
witllin 500 feet of a residentially zoned Djstrict. This is n01 allowed by the Zoning Ordinance. It should be 
noted that the 500foot distance to the southwest is across the Janes of Highway 880, which cannot be trdversed." 

Unfortunately, Commissioner Moore failed to read lhe complete statement. The question asked is "Are there 
special circumstances applicable to the property, which deprive the property of privileges enjoyed ... " Mr. 
Moore argued that there are 'special circumstances' but failed to include 'which deprive the property of 
privileges enjoyed by other properties in the vicinity ... • 
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The purpose of a variance is to make whole, a property, which has Jess privileges' than enjoyed by others due to 
a special circumstances, not to impart more privileges than e'1ioyed by others because of a special 
circumstances. 

In this case, Mr. Moore claimed that because tlle proposed bllsiness is separated by a major street and a fence 
from the residential property which is closer than 500 feet. this constitutes a special circumstance. And while 
this physicallanciscape may be a special circumstance, it clearly does nof deprive the proposed business of any 
priviJege enjoyed by others in the area, in fact. it does the opposite . 

Mr. Moore, is opening the door to a dangerous precedent when he begins loosely interpreting the reasons for a 
variance. As was previously stated, the special circumstance must deprive the property of privileges and the 
variance is inteoded to return a right which the properly is deprived because of some special circumstance. 

Mr. Moore cannot be allowed to argue a point while using only half of the guidelines, nor is he allowed to use 
the variance process to define a requirement in a manner not intended. 

Question 2 asks - "Will granting of the application (for variance) constitute a grant of spedal privileges 
inconsistent with other properties in the vicinity and zone'?" 

Again the staff report correctly answers this question by stating "Yes." . The granting of ftreaffils sales at the 
proposed location would constitute a grant of special privileges inconsistent with the location requirements 
given the establishment of this use within 500 feet of residentia Ily zoned properties. Other firearms sales shops 
without special circumstances would not be granted a variance in the area due to ex.isting residential property 
development with 500 feeL" 

Mr. Moore also went on to argue that the 500 foot rule was subject to interpretation and in this case since there 
was a busy street and a chain link. fence within the 500 foot measurement, that the 500 foot measurement was 
unreasonabJe. Mr. Moore somehow believes that criminal, IUllning from a crime he has just committed at the 
gun shop, will somehow be deterred in his flight because he has to run across Hesperian Blvd and scale a fence 
to make his escape. 

Page 12 of the staff report clearly addresses this issue when it states - " The proposed site is less than 500 feet 
from two residentially zoned districts ...The other ,residentially zoned district can be easily accessed from 
the subject site." 

This reasoning will require every distance measurement to be subject to circumstance. 

There are many times in County ordinances that distances are used, especially the 500 foot separation distance. 
The distance is unequivocal; it doesn't state - on the same side of the street, across a busy street, on the other 
side ofa fence. 

If you allow this decision to stand based on the flawed and incomplete reasoning of Mr. Moore you will have 
every ordinance which has a distance in it up for interpretation, witb Mr. Moore deciding what is reasonable . 

If State law forbids child molesters from living closer than 1000 feet from schools, playgrounds and places 
where children congregate, would Mr. Moore argue that the provision doesn't apply when a busy street and 6 
foot high fence is within the measured distance. 

When Commissioner Spaulding questioned (if) "brranting the application (will) be detrimental to persons or 
pro rty in the nejghborhood .. ... Question #3 of the variance, Mr. Moore stated that he believed would benefit 
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the neighborhood and stated he based this belief on the letter of Sheriff Plummer and the 200 police officers 
who know the applicam and believe the applicant will act professionally ill running the gun shop. 

Ms. Spaulding challenged Mr. Moore on this point and rightly so; a variance is issued to the property and not to 
the applicant. Issuing a variance based on a beljef that a particular applicant will act in good faith is a misu e of 
th.e variance process. The variance can and will exist long after tile applicant is no longer running the business. 

The Board of Supervisor's simply cannot allow the BZA to grant Cl variance when they compJetely 
misunderstand the concept ofa variance and how it is to be legally applied. 

After Mr. Moore presented to the Board these erroneous reasons for granting the variance, he then proceeded to 
make other procedural errors as they apply to the issuance of the CUP. 

Item #4 of the Conditional Use Pennit requirements asks - "Will the use be contrary to the specific intent 
clauses or performance standards established for the District in which it is to be considered?" 

Once again the staff report responded "yes" meaning the gun shop would be contrary to the specific use 
clauses for the District. 

Ms. Spaulding pointed this out and brought to the attention of the BZA paragraph A, on page 11, which states 
"The Eden Area General Plan calls for mixed uses " in the General Conunercial designation, which is where 
this site is located. However the General Plan goal to promote a " variety of uses" did not consider "gun 
store/firearms sales as part of that desirable mix of uses: ' 

Mr. Moore resolved this discrepancy by advocating that paragraph A simply be struck from the CUP . 

Mr, Moore demonstrated the reasons why the community has no faith in legislative process. He clearly does 
not understand the variance process and intent; he ignores time and again the recommendations of staff; he 
readily admits that if Sheriff Plummer says it "that's good enough for me" he somehow believes it within his 
power to simply ignore the communities General Plan and finally despite the input from the community 
organizations that represent the affected area (Ashland Cherryland and San Lorenzo) Mr. Moore is going to 
vote for an obvious ly unpopular variance and CUP. 

Another pojnt of contention js with the application itself on the application it states that Steve Nobreiga of 
Valley Guns and Ammo was the applicant. Nowhere on the application for a CUP was the name 10hn Teixiera. 
This raises concern as all the character witnesses who spoke on behalf of the application as weU as the Jetter 
from Sheriff Emeritus Plummer were all references for John Teixiera. At one point Board Member Clark asked 
John Teixiera who "Valley Guns and Ammo" was, if they were a corporatjon and Mr. Teixlera said "they were 
going to be", 

Mr. Teixiera was the previous owner of a Gun Store in Castro Valley called Valley Guns and Ammo. however 
be sold that store and if a variance is granted on this persons reputation alone as Mr. Moore would suggest then 
what happens when he sells tllis one? If in fact he is not an owner of record does the county have any provision 
in place to insure that this incorporation does in fact take place? When asked why Mr. Teixeira wasn' t opening 
again in Caslro Valley we were told his application was denied, yet this was not infollUation that was given to 
the BZA. 

Lastly, the so called Joan that Mr. Teixeira told the BZA he was applying for is actually being requested through 
Redevelopment. So not only will this decision be in direct connict to what the Area General Plan states and 
what the community wants but now he will also be asking those same tax payers to pay the cost of his 
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improvements. At no time did Ms. Clark or any member of the BZA questioned Mr. Teixeira on how he was 
going to complete the facrade if the loan was not granted due to the state of redevelopment. 

If the Board of Supervisors' allows this decision to stand, based on numerous misunderstandings and mis
applications of the Jaw, the County will open the door for every variance and CUP issued by this BZA to be 
questioned, because clearly, their decisions are not based on fact and supported by staff but are based on 
emotjonal responses most accurat.ely expressed by Mr. Moore~ when he stated " if Sheriff Plummer says so , 
that's good enough for me." 

Respectfully submitted, 

P.S. Perhaps this is not (he proper place for this comment, however, the formal of the BZA heal'ings is not 
conducive to responsive dialog. The BZA al1nounces the ageltdized TOpic: staff Ihen gives a SlIInmmy of (he 
issue: there i.s then public comment and then the Board discusses the topic and vOles. There shou.ld be public 
comment "after" commissioners have their discussion. If commissioners raise issues not previously raised by 
staff or the public. which generate concern from the public, there is no opporluniZv for the public to address 
these concerns. 

In the aforementioned appeal. had lite public been given an opportunity to address the Board aJier they began 
their misguided discussion of the appropriateness of the variance, this entire mafler could have been con-ect£v 
resolved without the needfor an appeal. 

cc: Alameda County Bo;\rd of Zoning Adjustments; Commi sioners Clark, Gil, Peixoto, Spaulding and M.oore 
CC: Supervisor Wilma Chan 
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December 15. 2011 

A lameda County Board ofSupervisors 
1221 Oak Street #536 
Oakland, CA 

Dear Alameda County Board of Supervisors: 

This letter is offered in support of the appeal oftbe Variance and CUP granted to Valley 
Guns and Ammo on December 14, 201 t, by the Board of Zoning Adjustments for the 
operation of a firearms business at 488 Lewelling Blvd., PLN2011-00096. rwas at the 
hearing and the following are my observations and thoughts regarding the process, which 
I believe are also the basis of the appeal by the San Lorenzo HOA. 

The property for the proposed gun shop falls within the 500 foot distance required by 
county ordinance from zoned residential districts, as well as, from other firearm sales 
businesses and liquor sale businesses. The BZA accepted the fact that a variance would 
be needed for a gun shop to be operated on this property based on the West County Board 
of Zoning Adjustments StaffRepo~ PLN2011-00096. The BZA then, however, voted 
(4-l) to grant a variance, contrary to the staff recommendation that the variance be 
denied. 

The main basis for the granting of the variance was based on a phrase that "special 
circumstances·' were applicable. The gun store owner used this tenn continually to point 
out the there was a freeway, mUltiple Janes of traffic, and fences between the property and 
the zoned clistricts within 500 feet. One of the BZA board members indicated that these 
"special circumstances" were his reason for voting for the variance. 

On page l2 of the Staff Report, the reasons for granting a variance are listed, as well as, 
the conclusions and recommendations of the staff. The flI'St reason states: 

Are there special circumslflnces applicable 10 the properly, which deprive the 
property ofprivileges enjoyed by other properties in the vicinity under the identical 
zoning classificatwn? 

Members of the BZA never read or discussed this statement beyond the comma. The 
phrase 'special circumstances' was continually used as somehow m.itigating the distance 
requirement in the ordinance. There was absolutely no discussion nor reasons presented 
regarding how this property was "deprived of privileges enjoyed by other properties ... ) t 

and the staff conclusion was this property was NOT deprived of any privileges. 

The other two criteria for granting a variance are cited below: 

Will the granting ofthe application constitute a grant ofspecial privileges 
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inconsistent with Ihe limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and zone' 

Will granting the application be detrimental to persons or property in the 
neighborhood or to the public welfare. 

Neither of these criteria were discussed by the BZA regarding the variance, but both are 
answered in the affirmative by the staffreport (p.13). 

It appeared to me that the variance was granted contrary to the County's own stated 
enteria for gran ti ng variances to ordinances, and I think that the BZA cannot just 
arbitrarily grant variances based on any circumstances presented. Furthennore, there was 
a reference made by one BZA member to a letter from Charles Plummer vouching for the 
owner of the gun shop. This also appeared to influence the decision to grant the variance. 
However, a variance is granted for a PROPERTY, not for a person, so the integrity of the 
gun shop owner should Dot even have been considered during the variance process. 

In addition, once the variance was granted, then the BZA proceeded to grant a CUP. 
Because the staff had recommended against the variance, there was little detailed staff 
analysis presented just for the CUP. There were sections presented from Title 17 of !he 
Zoning Ordinance on p. 9 of the Staff Report. The BZA admitted that they did not have 
all the infonnation needed, so they made several amendments or conditions to the motion 
to approve the CUP. 

One of these conditions regarded the "Eden Area General Plan," The StaffReport stated 
that the area in question" .. , calls for • Mixed uses,' but did Dot specifically consider gun 
shops as part of the desirable mix." The BZA cavalierly s1ated that now a gun shop was 
considered a desirable part of the mix, despite statements to the contrary contained in the 
StaffReport and letters from representatives and residents from San Lorenzo. Ashland 
and Cherryland. Is it within the BZA's power to define or redef'me the Eden Area 
General Plan? . 

In conclusion, I appeal to the Board of SupelVisors to accept and uphold the appeal and 
overtwn the decisions of the BZA. The ordinance requiring the 500 feet between a gun 
shop and other specifically zoned districts was written for a reason and the county should 
honor and enforce its own ordinance. There were no reasons presented for a variance that 
met the criteria listed by the county. If the variance is repealed, the CUP cannot be 
granted because ofthe same 500 foot requirement. 

Thank you for considering this request. 

~~'~ V~ 
Diane Wydler 
255 Via Elevado 
San Lorenzo~ CA 94580 
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